


ADC the Specialist
Drainage Company

We believe that every drainage
problem has an answer. ADC's 
solutions are possible with dedi-
cated experienced management,
expert consultants and some of the
very latest equipment.

The Directors at ADC (East Anglia)
Ltd are constantly looking at ways
to improve the companies service
to their customers. We are commit-
ted to searching for new technology
and innovations.

A Nationwide Service
Based in the Heart of The Fens, 
the most dependant area in the UK
relying on good drainage, ADC's
business has grown and our con-
tracts now cover most parts of the
United Kingdom. From the South
Coast to the Scottish Borders and
across to Anglesey, ADC's 
customers are enjoying a 
dependable, quality service.

Our extensive range of drainage
services includes CCTV surveys, 
jetting and tanker operations,
drainage system repair and more.
We are often contracted long term
to maintain drainage networks to
minimize clients risk to potential
flooding.

ADC also has the experience and
knowledge in specialist areas such
as bridges, structures, locks and
waterways.

Some of the very latest equipment
from all over Europe, a fleet of
dedicated vehicles and an intricate
knowledge of drainage systems
give ADC the edge. Outstanding
service has meant long working 
relationships with the likes of
County Councils, IDB's and the 
Environment Agency.

CCTV Surveys
CCTV equipment enables a 
detailed survey that can be
recorded and analyzed. The data
can then be used to generate an
onsite report, saving time and 
saving money. Our very latest 
custom built equipment allows
the widest range of pipe work 
and culvert surveys.

Jetting & Tanker Operations
With a modern fleet of specialized
vehicles we supply combined 
Jetting and Tanker operations 
(10-2500 psi) for an array of
drainage scenarios covering all 
our customers' requirements.

De-watering Technology
ADC's investments in on site 
equipment is proving to be the way
forward. Using our de-watering
treatment methods, we are 
reducing the amount of waste 
being taken off site, reducing our
client's costs for disposal, reducing
vehicle movements and reducing
carbon emissions, improving our
carbon footprint.

Specialist works
ADC maintains that every drainage
problem has a solution. We employ
specialist equipment and methods
for culvert cleaning, root cutting
and removal, scale removal, tidal
outfall and siphon inspections.



Relining
Remedial work can be undertaken
to return the drainage system back
to working order by using a No 
Dig procedure that minimizes 
disruption and adds years of 
working life to an otherwise 
damaged system. By correct 
relining, massive cost savings
can be achieved.

Preventative Maintenance
ADC is currently servicing over 
200 sites nationwide under our
contract service division. Annual
maintenance contracts can be
arranged to suit the client's 
individual requirements.

Specialist Silt Clearance:
‘The Silt Pusher’
New specialist silt clearance
equipment has been introduced
into the UK from Holland.

Using Dutch technology, we are
able to assist in the removal of silt
from rivers, watercourses, lakes
and ponds.

Following the success of bringing
into the UK the first silt pusher the
C86xs, we have now launched the
larger C86s with a front blade
capable of pushing up to a width 
of 8.2m and to a depth of 3.4m.

Customer Base
The calibre of our clients is 
testament to the quality of our
service. We are proud to work 
with Environment Agency, County 
Councils, Universities and many
Civil Engineering & Construction
companies.

Asset Management
It is becoming more and more
important for Councils, Internal
Drainage Boards, Environment
Agency and even small retail/
industrial estates to have a full asset
register so they can manage and
maintain all drainage networks.

This programme has been 
designed to collect and maintain 
information on the current condition
of drainage systems and water-
courses, including culverts, bridges
and embankments. It provides the
clients with a database for future
works, to understand the current
condition of their assets and 
determine the ownership of assets
within their areas.

Our extensive industrial
knowledge and state of the 
art equipment allows work to 
be carried out quickly and 
efficiently giving clients cost 
effective and professional 
service. We offer highest levels
of consideration to safety and
environmental issues on all of
our projects and you can be 
confident of a quality of service
every time.

Amphibious workboat
The latest addition to the ADC
machine pool is an amphibious
vessel with high performance turbo
diesel motor, providing more power
to the machine and its tools.
It can cut and collect aquatic weed
and reed growth, dredge, excavate,
clean up oil spills and much more. 

Its low ground pressure allows it to
operate in sensitive areas without
damage to the environment.

It is ideal when working on wildlife
reserves and other sensitive areas
normally inaccessible to conven-
tional machines. Being able to 
simply travel from land to water 
is a great asset in wetland 
conservation management.
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